Travis: The True Story of Travis Walton,
recounts one of the best documented UFO cases of all
time. The event took place in the Sitgreaves National
Forest near Heber, Arizona November 5, 1975 when a
logging crew of 7 men encountered a craft of unknown
origin. As one of the crew members got too close to the
object, the craft reacts with a light beam that knocked
him unconscious. The event changed their lives forever.

Find out more:
http://traviswaltonthemovie.com/

MEET TRAVIS FACE TO FACE NEXT MONTH
At the UFO Truth Magazine Conference 2016
Details Inside
“Thousands of years ago we travelled the lanes through the ethers of this galaxy and others. We did this to learn and to exchange ideologies with intelligences who resided elsewhere in God’s home. Once upon a time, in what is to us now the dim past, in what should have been recognized by us as a door to the gateway of correct travail, we came across a belligerent people. They invited us to their world with apparent friendliness, their true feelings very cleverly hidden beneath this cloak. We landed to exchange ideological beliefs, to talk about respective customs, and history, and the future. They spoke to us about the future in a way which altered the whole evolution of my world. They rose in arms against the friendly force, which had landed there…”

In dedication to the “Rebel” Master from Gotha
These are the opening words of a speech given by an extraterrestrial intelligence to the people of Earth on October 15th, 1966. The speech was given through the trance mediumship of Dr. George King (1919-1997), founder of The Aetherius Society, and one of the most important space contactees of modern times.

The intelligence reveals the story of his people, and their plight at that time. They live on two planets in a star system they refer to as “Gotha”, which is some 36,000 light years from Earth. They are vastly superior to us, scientifically and spiritually – and, as such, out of respect, are known as the “Masters” from Gotha. Thousands of years ago, they had already achieved such proficiency in space exploration that they could travel freely around the galaxy – and even go to other galaxies as well. This was all done in a totally pacificistic manner, with the motive of learning, and helping – never conquest.

Then, 25,000 years ago, they came across an alien race which tricked them and attacked them. This race must also have been highly advanced to be able trick intelligences as skilled and experienced in cosmic matters as the Masters from Gotha – but advanced only in a materialistic sense, not a spiritual one. This had a devastating psychological effect on the peace-loving inhabitants of Gotha, and they resolved to stop their work with other races, and focus only on their own spiritual development, in isolation on their two planets, which became like two monasteries.

These two “monastery planets” were more spiritual than we on Earth can even imagine. Prayer and meditation were the focus of their lives; they devoted themselves completely to the pursuit of the joy of inner peace borne of God-realization – and they found it. But this came at the price of ignoring the suffering of less advanced alien races, to whom they could have given tremendous help during this 25,000-year period.

This tranquil, self-oriented seclusion was brought to an abrupt halt some 50 years ago, when their two planets were attacked by a hostile force from outside of this galaxy. These malevolent aliens, who used artificial android life forms for much of their warfare, were extremely advanced from a scientific point of view – but, we are told, demonstrated the worst evil that this galaxy has ever seen in the history of its existence. The inhabitants of Gotha simply did not know what to do!

Fortunately they did have certain ways of protecting themselves – for example they had protective screens, and they could vibrate their whole planets onto a different frequency of vibration. But none of their protective measures were a lasting solution to the problem. Besides, the Masters of Gotha were so spiritual as to take pacifism to a degree that is literally alien to us on Earth. They actually believed that the hostile invaders had as much right to their system as they did, and consequently the idea of fighting, even in self-defense, was abhorrent to them.

This was the belief of the majority, but there was one Master who disagreed with the insular approach they had been adopting for thousands of years, and wanted to get his people once again working in service around the cosmos. This Master, who had only a small following and was regarded as a rebel by his own people, knew that the super-pacifistic approach of the general population was incorrect. Unable to convince the Council of the Gotha System of the error of their ways, he called upon the help of three intelligences who at that time were residing on Earth.

These intelligences, known simply as “The Three Adepts”, were of course not indigenous to Earth, since no Earth person would have been able to help in an intergalactic conflict such as this. These were in fact highly advanced Masters from higher frequencies of vibration elsewhere in this Solar System. They had come to Earth primarily to defend us from the same race of aliens as were attacking Gotha at that time.

Born around the early part of the 20th century, in Earth physical bodies just like an ordinary terrestrial, The Three Adepts would have grown up probably having little or no awareness of their interplanetary origin. As they got older, they each became accomplished spiritual masters and learnt, among other things, to project from the physical body, thereby being able to visit other planets and other planes of existence. On October 26th, 1965, with the assistance of certain other benevolent alien and terrestrial intelligences, they performed one of the most important feats in the history of Earth – they projected onto a lower plane of existence, and removed an evil alien android which had been resident on that plane of Earth for countless millennia. Had they not been successful in this, mankind either would have perished completely or been totally enslaved by this extra-galactic creature, the phenomenal powers and vast intelligence of which almost defy belief. The “rebel” Gotha Master knew of this victory over the alien android on Earth, and that is why he sought the assistance of The Three Adepts who had accomplished this – because of their proven skill in cosmic combat.

This Master arranged for one of The Three Adepts to explain to the Gotha System’s Supreme Council of Priests why their ultra-pacifistic approach was wrong. The Adept stated: “If you do not think about yourselves, then what about others? If this alien can successfully make bases upon your worlds, he can attack other less evolved, weaker people than you. You owe them your action.”

This brilliantly simple answer caused a revolution in the outlook of the inhabitants of Gotha. Remember – these are not selfish, lazy people like most of the inhabitants of this planet. These are highly spiritual, highly intelligent beings, who simply made a mistake – but were more than happy to change their minds in the light of greater reason, as expounded to them by this great Adept.

The Three Adepts went to Gotha, in a projected state, leaving their Earth physical bodies behind, in a trance condition.
To Masters of this caliber, 36,000 light years is virtually no distance at all – being able to travel at speeds well beyond the speed of light. They began to help the inhabitants of Gotha in their plight, including teaching them how to make protective screens that were more effective than the ones they had been using up to that time.

However, the Gotha Masters still did not fully grasp what the Adepts had told them about the importance of repelling the invaders, and one of the Gotha priests turned off a protective screen in order to allow the entry of a peace envoy from the hostile force. It would seem that so ingrained in the priests was their extreme pacifism that they simply could not resist an attempt to resolve the conflict through negotiation, in the hope of avoiding a battle.

Of course there is a time for negotiation, but this was not it. This was the worst evil in the history of the galaxy – you cannot negotiate with evil like that. And sure enough the so-called peace envoy exploded. It was filled with the most dangerous gas ever seen, with radioactivity the like of which is not normally found in this galaxy.

This was the turning point for the Gotha Masters. They realized that they had been wrong and resolved to give The Three Adepts their complete support – which every single one of them then did! A fantastic cosmic battle ensued – involving some 300,000 space vehicles brought in to defend Gotha. Thank God, the forces of light were victorious, and the alien invaders retreated. So brilliant was the strategy of those leading the battle, that not one single natural life form was killed; the only such deaths were of two of the invading aliens who died of shock and terror at the tremendous demonstration of power by one particular cosmic being. This being was so advanced as to be able to perform a feat of the like of which, in all their thousands of years of space exploration and conquest, they had never encountered.

It must be explained that, strange though it may sound, although The Three Adepts are brilliant fighters – they are, by nature, pacifists. So, when in combat, they will always do their very best to minimize loss of life – even of their enemy – and even at much greater personal risk to themselves than would otherwise be necessary. It must also be pointed out, that they only fight when instructed to do so by the Spiritual Masters who, for want of a better term, "govern" the galaxy: the Lords of Karma – beings so great and so perfect as to be above our conception.

Dr. King, the channel for these revelations, explains his own views of war and peace as follows:

This was something Dr. King practised himself – by being a conscientious objector in the Second World War, and enlisting in the Fire Service during the Blitz – saving lives rather than taking lives. When The Three Adepts saved mankind from the evil alien android resident on the lower planes of Earth in 1965 – they received virtually no gratitude or even acknowledgement from us terrestrial. We as a planetary race are too ignorant and un-evolved to recognize, understand and appreciate cosmic matters like this – or even believe in them if we are fortunate enough to be told about them. This is completely our own fault – for having spent life after life for thousands of years indulging in savagery and laziness, when we should have been trying to improve ourselves and our world, spiritually and scientifically (in that order!).

However, in the Gotha System The Three Adepts are revered as the heroes that they truly are – by 100% of the population. And more importantly even than that, 100% of the population have changed their spiritual outlook completely. The days of the "monastery planets" are over. Now, more than anything, the Masters from Gotha want to help other races around the galaxy. And they are even helping us on Earth.

Three Masters from Gotha, known as Adept Nixies Zero Zero Eleven and Team, are currently living on Earth to help mankind "behind the scenes", so to speak. One way they do this is in a Mission known as Operation Sunbeam, performed by The Aetherius Society since the late sixties, and ongoing into the future. This Mission is about mankind’s relationship with the Logos of this Planet – i.e. with the Goddess Earth as a living, conscious intelligence upon whom we are entirely dependent.

In the Mission Members of The Aetherius Society set up specially designed apparatus through which the Masters from Gotha send vast quantities of spiritual energy, which they then direct into a chakra of the planet itself. This serves as a token energy repayment by those living on Earth for her tremendous sacrifice on our behalf. Karmically, this reduces the severity of natural catastrophes, and literally helps enable mankind to stay living here.

If you are interested in working with the Masters from Gotha and helping the world-saving mission Operation Sunbeam – get in touch with The Aetherius Society!